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A kingdom hangs in the balance as Quentin begins his quest. Carrying a sealed message from the

Dragon King, Quentin and his outlaw companion, Theido, plunge headlong into a fantastic odyssey

that leads them throughout Mensandor. Danger lurks at every turn: from the brutal terrain to deadly

encounters with both humans and creatures of unknown origins. As their quest progresses, Prince

Jaspin schemes to secure the crown for himself, and an evil sorcerer concocts a monstrous plan for

power. In an effort to save the kingdom and fulfill his destiny, Quentin must travel through strange

lands filled with brave knights, striking maidens, a mysterious hermit, and a gigantic deadly serpent.

And then, his true journey is only just beginning. Brimming with adventure, battles, and danger,

Stephen R. Lawhead's timeless epic will satisfy listeners of all ages.
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Lawhead is a great writer. My 12 year old loves this book. Highly recommend. This is all subjective

of course but i think Lawhead is one of the better writers out there - clean and moral to boot. I don't

have to worry about my kids reading his books.

Loved the storyline. Lawhead is one of my favorite authors. His literary imagery is incomparable.

Looking forward to the next book in this trilogy.

'In the Hall of the Dragon King' is the first in the 'Dragon King Triology', and though I've followed

many of Stephen Lawhead's series with much anticipation, I wanted to follow this earlier adventure.



I liked Quentin's determination and willingness to serve-and-save his king, but see that unless the

Great God did not intervene and save him first, his efforts would have been valiant, but in-vain. I'm

looking forward to the ongoing saga in 'The Warlords of Nin.'

Great story line - very engaging! Lots of action but anticlimactic when the protagonist is defeated!

We have had this series for years and my family has read this book so much, the pages are falling

out. Just bought this to replace a worn out 25+ year old copy. Highly recommended!

This first book seemed pretty basic to me. There was adventure and action a plenty, making it fairly

entertaining, just no originality or depth. It kind of reminded me of a Verne adventure story only what

was quaint about Vernes tales seemed rather mundane for a modern science fiction writer. Because

it is only one third of the story so far and I have some hope for improvement in the following books I

gave it four stars when I was really thinking three or three and a half.

I've read almost everything Stephen Lawhead has written and love every book! I am sorry when I've

read the last book because I wish there were more. Lawhead plots well and his characters are

well-drawn and interesting. The good guys are for real, with faults and fears, but their courage and

determination carry them through. This is the second time I've read this series and I'll probably read

them all over again! I highly recommend Stephen Lawhead's books.

I haven't read this book since it was a gift, so I don't know which person it's written in, but his other

writings have been great.
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